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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to live in 2018
without Google?
Inspired by the recent headlines about big tech companies, their use of your data
and the new European data privacy law (GDPR), I set out to see just that. Starting
Easter weekend, I attempted to free myself entirely from the Google ecosystem
for one month.
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Milton Bartley

Jay Mallory

I wanted to see if it was possible to live a life without Google, and what
limitations that would place on me.
Where to start? The first thing I did was catalog the Google services and
products in my life. I found it included the Chrome browser on my laptop, two
Gmail accounts, and on my iPhone, the Google app, Google Maps, and Gboard
(my favorite third-party keyboard app). Then came search. Google has been my
default search engine for more than a decade.
Once I had the list, I started with my computer. I uninstalled the Chrome
browser and replaced it with Opera and Vivaldi. They are both built on the
same Chromium software code as Google’s Chrome, so many of my essential
plugins – specifically 1Password, HighFive, and Grammarly – worked just
fine. I changed the default search on both to Bing – from Google.
continued on P.02
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continued from P.01
The next step was tough. I’d had the same
Gmail account, which I had used as a catchall personal account, since 2005. Just
the thought of changing my personal
email address was a bit unsettling, but
I plowed ahead. I decided if I was going
to make this change that I wanted it to
count. There were dozens of choices, and
after much research, I settled on a Swiss
company, Kolab, primarily because their
privacy policy was so simple to comprehend.
As I did with the Chrome browser, I
permanently deleted my Gmail account,
effectively severing a 13-year relationship.
Next, I turned to my iPhone. I decided to
take the opportunity to purge my phone
of scarcely used apps. Rather than
delete individual apps, I chose to reset
the phone to factory defaults and start
from scratch.
It had been years since I set up an
iPhone without restoring from either an
iCloud or local backup, so before I reset
it, I made a list of all the apps I used to
ensure I added them back to my iPhone.
After reset, I went to the app store and
downloaded the essentials. For me that
included Outlook, Slack, MLB at Bat,
Amazon Music, Overcast (for Podcasts),
Freeletics, and Audible. Notably absent
from my newly setup iPhone were
Google Maps, the Google app, and my
trusty Gboard keyboard. Lastly, I went
into the settings and set my default
Safari search to DuckDuckGo.
It was done. I had wholly removed
Google from my life - or had I?
The first few days were challenging,
because of my technical muscle
memory. I have used Chrome for so long

Milton’s
Google
Alterna
tives

that I know where everything is and
what every gesture on the mousepad
and keyboard combination reveals.
Surprisingly, it only took a few days
to get used to Bing and DuckDuckGo
search. By the third day, I had forgotten
it was different. Granted, my searches
were almost all general in nature.
I didn’t use advanced features like
Boolean searches or tracking packages
or checking currency rates.
The change that affected me the most
was on my iPhone. Leading up to this
experiment, I expected Google Maps to
be the most significant “how do I live
without this” app, and getting used to
Apple Maps took a few weeks. However,
the most significant change was the time I
spent using my iPhone. After I reset it and
reloaded apps, I went from four screens of
apps and folders - over 120 total apps - to a
single screen and 54 total apps.
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I don’t think it was a conscious decision,
but I found myself using the phone
less, to the point where I now leave my
iPhone in the kitchen at night. I don’t
find myself lying in bed trying to fall
asleep and then reaching for my iPhone
to look up something or send myself a
quick note. Plus, I no longer wake up and
check email before I am even out of bed.
Less screen time has unquestionably led
to better sleep.
So, can you live in 2018 without
Google?
Probably not is my simple answer. I
could not escape Google entirely. For
example, Google Earth powers the builtin navigation in my car. My company, like
yours, relies on Google search for our
clients and future clients to find us on
the web. If you are not an Apple iPhone
user, chances are your phone is using
Google’s Android operating system.
Moreover, the top two most visited sites
on the web are Google and Googleowned YouTube.
Did I experience limitations
by “de-Google-fying” myself?
Not really. I am still using Bing as
my primary search tool. I alternate
between Vivaldi and Opera as my
browsers. But I did add Gboard to my
iPhone in early May (I can’t believe I
went nearly five weeks without it). I am
still using Apple Maps on my phone; I
can’t remove Google Earth from my car.
Even though today Google is so deeply
woven into the fabric of our lives, there
are worthy alternatives out there if you
are willing to look for them. I suggest
you Bing it!

The most significant change was my iPhone. I went from four screens of apps
and over 120 total apps to a single screen and 54 total apps.
I don’t think it was a conscious decision, but I found myself using the phone less.

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in
any professional industry with at least
20 computers – or any organization with
a regulatory compliance standard they
must follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/

IMAGEQUEST.COM | INFO@IMAGEQUEST.COM | 888.979.2679
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MEET OUR TEAM
CANDICE WEATHERS is a
Technology Account Manager whose
primary role is to partner with our
clients to help them plan for and
acquire the appropriate technology
for their business. She loves solving
problems and considers her job a
perfect fit for her personality.
“Part of what sets us apart from
other managed service providers is
that we engage with our customers
throughout their business process,”
she said. “We know what their
business is, what they need, how they
need to work. So when we’re having
discussions about their technology, it
gives us an edge.”

Candice joined ImageQuest in 2012.
She says she enjoys “the amazing
culture” fostered by CEO Milton
Bartley.
“He values the opinions and the
knowledge from his team, which is
huge and important,” Candice said.
“We’re not just a cog in some big
corporate wheel. We are part of the
decision-making process for a lot of
our new products and services and
Milton values our input and opinions.”
The amount of change in technology
since she joined ImageQuest has been
tremendous, Candice said, and she
particularly likes that “Milton pushes
us to grow offerings and services” as
technology continually evolves.

“I think what’s important for
prospects to understand is that
they’re not just getting a help
desk,” Candice said. “We have a
project management team, a server
administration team, our NOC team,
our help desk - we also have our
security and compliance team. “
“I think that’s one of the things that
sets us apart from our competitors,”
Candice said. “To have those
resources available to cover all
aspects of a customer’s IT service
is usually difficult to get in a single
resource.”
Hear directly from Candice herself
at https://www.imagequest.com/
meet-Candice/.

GDPR is in eﬀect. So what?
Should you
care about
the European
Union’s
General Data
Protection
Regulation,
which took
effect May
25? It
depends.

You’ve probably seen a lot of news articles
examining different aspects of this European
regulation. You’ve also probably seen many notices
about privacy and browser cookies.
It’s all driven by what some call strict new limits
on how companies can use individuals’ data without
further permissions from them. The fine for
violating these regulations is a scary $24 million –
unless four percent of your global revenue is higher.
U.S. firms can't completely ignore this sweeping
new regulation – unless they can guarantee they
never serve a customer who is an E.U. citizen. And
that's a risky guarantee, as we know E.U. nationals
can visit the U.S., visit U.S. websites, purchase
from U.S. companies, get health care in the U.S.,
purchase property in the U.S., need a lawyer in the
U.S. So don't assume GDPR doesn't apply to your
firm.

We’ve put together a brief overview on GDPR,
and what our clients need to consider. You
can read it here: https://www.imagequest.
com/download-Should-you-care-about-GDPR

IMPROVE YOUR TECH I

Q
A

Why should I check my child’s
credit report? He’s too young to
buy anything!
Children’s medical records are a highvalue target for criminals. Data breaches
at medical offices that treat children are very
lucrative for thieves due to the identity-theft
opportunities.
With medical records, thieves have your
child’s social security number, your child’s

address(es), potential security question
information (about you, his or her parents) and
possibly financial/insurance information.
Thieves can take that information and set up
credit card accounts which they will ultimately
default on, ruining your child’s credit before he
or she even gets started.
Why? Because very few parents ever keep an
eye on a child’s credit history. The child usually
isn’t applying for a loan, so the misuse can go
undetected.

IMAGEQUEST.COM | INFO@IMAGEQUEST.COM | 888.979.2679

You can learn more by
watching our video tip
on this topic, featuring
our CEO, Milton
Bartley, at https://
www.imagequest.
com/check-yourchilds-credit. We have
a number of great IT
tips on our YouTube
channel! Visit https://
www.imagequest.
com/visit-ouryoutube-channel/
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From Our
Customers

OUR LIVE EVENTS

June 7

“Ransomware, Inc.” presentation,
ARGI Financial, Louisville.

Aug. 23

“How HR can keep Employee
Data Safe and Secure (Cyber
Security) “ Workplace Wisdom
Summit, Knoxville.

Aug. 24

“Ransomware, Inc.”
presentation, Sturgill, Turner,
Barker & Maloney, PLLC, private
retreat.

“Stephen did exactly what was requested! Thank you!”

June 13-15

Kentucky Bar Assoc. Annual
Convention, Lexington.

“Quick response to provide advice and add some file types
to our file attachment filter. Thank you!”

June 18

WKU Golf Scramble,
Louisville.

“It was resolved within an hour which makes our customers
value our product and your services too.”

WE’RE AT:

Follow Us!

Look for us on Social Media to learn more
about us and keep up with related news.
Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+.
From time to time we add Video Tips on
YouTube to help you stay secure. Due to data
privacy concerns, we are not on Facebook.

“My experience was great because the person who
assisted me was extremely helpful, patient and resolved
my issue in a timely manner.”
“Good communication. Open to timing the project to meet
our request. Executed the process as stated. Thank you.”
“The Amazing Andrew has done it again!!”
“The gentleman who assisted me was extremely polite,
helpful and even explained how I might prevent the issue
from happening in the future and save myself the trouble/
inconvenience. But still of course advised to call if needed.”

“Easy to work with and was able to help with both
my issues!”
You can read more comments at imagequest.
com/reviews. Thank YOU to our clients who
shared their positive feedback about our help. If you are
not having this experience with your Technology Vendor,
maybe you should give us a call!

WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
Gullett Sanford Robinson & Martin
PLLC (GSRM Law) is a full-service
firm with 30 attorneys whose
nationwide practices emphasize
corporate and commercial work for
businesses and individuals.

With its practice areas in business and
corporate law as well as clients in several
regulated industries, GSRM realized it needed
to improve its regulatory compliance position.
Client case files can hold significant amounts
of Personally Identifiable Information and
Personal Health Information.
With limited IT resources, many of the
Firm’s IT-related policies required updating to
ensure the most comprehensive and relevant
guidelines were being implemented and
managed across practice groups.
This process also involved ensuring all

levels of confidentiality and security were
being managed across our contractors and
sub-contractors.
“ImageQuest was a highly recommended
IT services provider based on other local
and regional law firms’ experiences,” said M.
Suzanne Hartness, Chief Operating Officer
for GSRM Law. “The leadership in those firms
recognized the subject matter expertise of
ImageQuest’s CEO, Milton Bartley. Our Firm’s
Technology Committee quickly recognized
his knowledge as well as his personal
commitment to ensure the Firm’s security
and compliance were achieved. “
“Since working with us, ImageQuest has
aligned knowledgeable resources to partner
with GSRM in its security and compliance
efforts,” Hartness said. “ImageQuest has
quickly attained the coveted ‘trusted advisor’
status with us.”

MEET GSRM LAW
The Firm’s work includes
insolvency, corporate
transactions, commercial
and residential real estate
and lending transactions,
land use planning and
zoning, alternative dispute
resolution and litigation in all
trial and appellate courts,
government relations, labor
and employment, financial
services, tax and estate
planning.
https://www.gsrm.com
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